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Murder Most Unladylike 2016-02-25
the first marvellous murder mystery in the bestselling murder most unladylike series ripping good fun the times plotting is what sets this
book apart telegraph at deepdean school for girls daisy wells and hazel wong have set up their own detective agency but they are
struggling to find any real crimes to investigate unless you count the case of lavinia s missing tie which they don t then hazel discovers the
science mistress miss bell lying dead in the gym to add to the mystery when she and daisy return five minutes later the body has
disappeared now hazel and daisy not only have a murder to solve they have to prove one happened in the first place determined to get to
the bottom of the crime before the killer strikes again hazel and daisy must hunt for evidence spy on their suspects and use all the
cunning and intuition they can muster but will they succeed and can their friendship stand the test enormous fun irish times a skilful blend
of golden era crime novel and boarding school romp top class financial times i absolutely loved it susie day

First Class Murder 2017-04-04
a murdered heiress a missing necklace and a train full of shifty unusual and suspicious characters leaves daisy and hazel with a new
mystery to solve in this third novel of the wells wong mystery series hazel wong and daisy wells are taking a vacation across europe on
world famous passenger train the orient express and it s clear that each of their fellow first class travelers has something to hide even
more intriguing there s rumor of a spy in their midst then during dinner a bloodcurdling scream comes from inside one of the cabins when
the door is broken down a passenger is found murdered her stunning ruby necklace gone but the killer has vanished as if into thin air the
wells wong detective society is ready to crack the case but this time they ve got competition

Death in the Spotlight 2023-04-11
hazel and daisy step into the spotlight to find the stage is set for murder in this thrilling seventh novel of the murder most unladylike
mystery series hazel wong and daisy wells return to london to face an entirely new challenge acting danger has a nasty habit of catching
up with the detective society though and it soon becomes clear that there is trouble waiting in the wings at the rue and when one of the
cast members is found dead the friends and investigative partners must work together to untangle the web of jealousy and threats that
surround them to catch the culprit before the curtains rise on opening night and the murderer returns for an encore
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A Spoonful of Murder 2022-11-08
when her grandfather dies fourteen year old amateur detective hazel wong and her best friend daisy wells travel to hong kong where the
girls find themselves framed for murder and tangled up in a family mystery

A Murder Most Unladylike Collection: Books 1, 2 and 3 2016-09-22
when daisy wells and hazel wong set up their very own secret detective agency at deepdean school for girls they struggle to find any truly
exciting mysteries little do they know that in the months that follow mystery and murder will never be far away and when hazel discovers
the science mistress miss bell lying dead in the gym the detective society is determined to get to the bottom of the crime then soon
afterwards there s the incident at daisy s family home fallingford where a guest falls mysteriously fatally ill and when the summer hols
come round there s a thrilling ride on the famous orient express and the girls first locked room murder case discover the first three books
in this amazing series murder most unladylike arsenic for tea first class murder and follow daisy and hazel s fantastic adventures

The Ministry of Unladylike Activity 2022-09-29
the start of a thrilling new world war two mystery series from the number one bestselling and multi award winning author of murder most
unladylike robin stevens is agatha christie for children katherine rundell on the murder most unladylike series superb observer absolutely
thrilling louie stowell 1940 the world is at war and a secret arm of the british government called the ministry of unladylike activity is
training up spies enter may wong courageous stubborn and desperate to help end the war so that she can go home to hong kong and
leave her annoying school deepdean behind forever may knows that she would make the perfect spy after all grown ups always
underestimate children like her when may and her friend eric are turned away by the ministry they take matters into their own hands
masquerading as evacuees they travel to elysium hall home to the wealthy verey family including snobby dramatic nuala they suspect
that one of the vereys is passing information to germany if they can prove it the ministry will have to take them on but there are more
secrets at elysium hall than may or eric could ever have imagined and then someone is murdered join may eric and nuala in the first
unputdownable book in a fast paced mysterious and adventurous new series from million copy bestseller robin stevens

Jolly Foul Play 2019-04-16
daisy and hazel must solve another murder at deepdean when a bullying head girl turns up dead on bonfire night
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Mistletoe and Murder 2018-09-18
as entertaining as ever the horn book hazel and daisy trade mistletoe for a murder investigation and set out to save the day christmas day
that is in this fabulously festive fifth novel of the wells wong mystery series daisy wells and hazel wong are spending the christmas
holidays in snowy cambridge hazel is looking forward to a calm vacation among the beautiful spires cozy libraries and inviting tea rooms
but there is danger lurking in the dark stairwells of ancient maudlin college and two days before christmas there is a terrible accident at
least it appears to be an accident until the detective society looks a little closer and realizes a murder has taken place faced with several
irritating grown ups and fierce competition from a rival agency they must use all their cunning and courage if they re going to find the
killer before christmas dinner

Top Marks for Murder 2023-07-25
daisy and hazel return to their beloved deepdean school for girls only for a murder to put the school under threat of closure in this gripping
eighth novel of the murder most unladylike series daisy and hazel are finally back at deepdean and the school is preparing for a most
exciting fiftieth anniversary celebration plans for a weekend of festivities are in full swing but in the detectives long absence deepdean has
changed daisy has lost her popularity crown to a fascinating new girl and many of the detective society s old allies are now their sworn
enemies then the girls witness a shocking incident in the woods close by a crime that they re sure is linked to the anniversary as parents
and alumni descend upon deepdean decades old grudges rivalries and secrets begin to surface and soon deepdean s future is at stake can
the girls solve the case and save their home

Death Sets Sail 2023-11-21
daisy and hazel leap into action when a murder is committed on their cruise along the river nile in egypt

A Murder Most Unladylike Mystery Collection 2022-03-01
fans of miss fisher s murder mysteries and enola holmes will love the first five books in the exciting wells wong historical mystery series
now available together in one collectible paperback boxed set daisy wells and hazel wong both have a penchant for solving mysteries in
fact outspoken daisy is a self described sherlock holmes and she appoints wallflower hazel as her own personal watson when they form
their own secret detective agency the only problem there is nothing to investigate at the perfectly proper deepdean school for girls they
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both attend or is there follow daisy and hazel as they put their deductive skills and friendship to the test to solve a series of murders most
unladylike involving a teacher s disappearing body a poisoning at a high society tea party a sinister slaying aboard the orient express a
brutal bully s demise at their school s bonfire night and a holiday homicide in the stairwells of cambridge this entertaining paperback
boxed set includes murder is bad manners poison is not polite first class murder jolly foul play mistletoe and murder

Poison Is Not Polite 2016-04-26
a tea party takes a poisonous turn leaving daisy and hazel with a new mystery to solve in this first rate whodunit reminiscent of a game of
clue that s terrific preparation for the works of agatha christie kirkus reviews starred review schoolgirl detectives daisy wells and hazel
wong are at daisy s home fallingford for the holidays daisy s glamorous mother is throwing a tea party for daisy s birthday and the whole
family is invited from eccentric aunt saskia to dashing uncle felix but it soon becomes clear that this party isn t about daisy after all and
she is furious but daisy s anger falls to the wayside when one of their guests falls seriously and mysteriously ill and everything points to
poison it s up to daisy and hazel to find out what s really going on with wild storms preventing everyone from leaving or the police from
arriving fallingford suddenly feels like a very dangerous place to be not a single person present is what they seem and everyone has a
secret or two and when someone very close to daisy begins to act suspiciously the detective society does everything they can to reveal
the truth no matter the consequences previously published as arsenic for tea in the uk

Arsenic For Tea 2016-02-25
the second murder mystery in the bestselling murder most unladylike series a delight the agatha christie style clues are unravelled with
sustained tension and the whole thing is a hoot from start to finish daily mail a feelgood blend of malory towers and cluedo stevens has
upped her game in this new volume telegraph schoolgirl detectives daisy wells and hazel wong are at daisy s home fallingford for the
holidays daisy s glamorous mother is throwing a tea party for daisy s birthday and the whole family is invited from eccentric aunt saskia to
dashing uncle felix but it soon becomes clear that this party isn t really about daisy at all naturally daisy is furious then one of their party
falls seriously mysteriously ill and everything points to poison with wild storms preventing anyone from leaving or the police from arriving
fallingford suddenly feels like a very dangerous place to be not a single person present is what they seem and everyone has a secret or
two and when someone very close to daisy looks suspicious the detective society must do everything they can to reveal the truth no
matter the consequences the second book in robin stevens fabulous wells and wong schoolgirl detective series think st trinians mixed with
miss marple these are thrilling books for tween detectives who adore solving dastardly murders jolly hockey sticks and iced buns for tea
guardian
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The Case of the Drowned Pearl 2020-02-20
a thrilling mini murder most unladylike mystery specially written and published for world book day 2020 daisy wells and hazel wong are
best friends schoolgirls and detectives and wherever they go mysteries will find them while on a seaside holiday with their friends george
and alexander the detective society discover the body of famous swimmer antonia braithwaite nicknamed the pearl on the beach
everyone presumes that she drowned accidentally but how could such a famous swimmer have struggled to swim even more mysteriously
three guests at the girls hotel all wanted antonia dead can the detective society solve this mystery or will they sink under the pressure
praise for the murder most unladylike mysteries this is that rare thing a series that gets better with every book telegraph thrilling guardian
a total delight metro

Mistletoe and Murder 2019-09-17
originally published london puffin books 2016

Murder Most Unladylike 2014-06-05
when daisy wells and hazel wong set up their very own secret detective agency at deepdean school for girls they struggle to find any truly
exciting mysteries to investigate unless you count the case of lavinia s missing tie which they don t then hazel discovers the science
mistress miss bell lying dead in the gym she assumes it was a terrible accident but when she and daisy return five minutes later the body
has disappeared now hazel and daisy not only have a murder to solve they have to prove one happened in the first place determined to
get to the bottom of the crime before the killer strikes again and before the police can get there first naturally hazel and daisy must hunt
for evidence spy on their suspects and use all the cunning and intuition they can muster but will they succeed and can their friendship
stand the test

A Spoonful of Murder 2022-11-08
hazel and daisy find themselves embroiled in a mystery while in hong kong and one of them winds up on the suspect list in this gripping
sixth novel of the murder most unladylike mystery series when hazel wong s beloved grandfather passes away daisy wells accompanies
her best friend and detective society vice president to hazel s family estate in beautiful bustling hong kong but when they arrive they
discover something they didn t expect a new baby brother for hazel hazel and daisy think a surprise sibling is enough to be getting on with
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but where they go mystery always follows and when tragedy strikes very close to home this time hazel isn t just the detective on the case
she s been framed for murder now the girls must work together to confront dangerous gangs mysterious suspects and sinister private
detectives to solve the murder and clear hazel s name before it s too late

The Case of the Missing Treasure 2019-03-07
i the honourable daisy wells have decided to give an account of another mystery the detective society has faced in recent weeks it was
very exciting and very heroic and i was very brilliant and brave a daring thief has been robbing london s most famous museums when
daisy s birthday treasure hunt leads them right into the path of the culprit daisy and hazel realise where they ll strike next the ancient
egyptian mummy room at the british museum with help from their friends and rivals the junior pinkertons the girls must crack codes
unravel clues and race against time to solve the mystery

The Case of the Blue Violet 2016-02-04
i am the honourable daisy wells president of the detective society one of the greatest detectives ever known and also a fourth former at
deepdean school for girls violet darby one of the big girls recently asked me to solve a most puzzling romantic mystery i knew i d be able
to crack the case and i did in just a day and a half it was one of my greatest triumphs hazel wong my vice president and best friend is
telling me that this is boasting but it is also the truth hazel didn t believe i would have the patience to write the account of it but of course
she was wrong i did write it down and it came out very well i now therefore present to you the case of the blue violet

The Case of the Deepdean Vampire: A Murder Most Unladylike Mini Mystery
2016-09-08
of all the mysteries that hazel and i have investigated the case of the deepdean vampire was one of the strangest it was not a murder
which was a pity but i did solve it very cleverly and so i decided it ought to be written down so that other people could read it and be
impressed camilla badescu is in the fifth form and has pale skin dark hair and red lips she comes from romania which is practically
transylvania she doesn t eat at meals and she seemed to have an unhealthy influence over another pupil amy jessop now i do not believe
in vampires i am the honourable daisy wells after all but when i heard the rumour that camilla was seen climbing head first down a wall i
knew it was time to investigate
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Mystery and Mayhem 2016-05-05
enthralling children s fiction for everyone who loves robin steven s murder most unladylike mysteries and frances hardinge s the lie tree
twelve mysteries twelve authors one challenge can you solve the crimes before the heroes of the stories these are twelve brand new short
stories from twelve of the best children s crime writers writing today these creepy hilarious brain boggling heart pounding mysteries
feature daring brilliant young detectives and this anthology is a must for fans of crime fiction and detection especially the murder most
unladylike mysteries the roman mysteries and the mystery of the clockwork sparrow the crime club are twelve uk based authors who are
mad about crime fiction clementine beauvais elen caldecott susie day julia golding frances hardinge caroline lawrence helen moss sally
nicholls kate pankhurst robin stevens harriet whitehorn and katherine woodfine can be found anywhere there is a mystery to be solved a
puzzle to be cracked or a bun to be eaten and they are always ready for the next puzzling case

Top Marks for Murder 2023-07-25
daisy and hazel return to their beloved deepdean school for girls only for a murder to put the school under threat of closure in this gripping
eighth novel of the murder most unladylike series daisy and hazel are finally back at deepdean and the school is preparing for a most
exciting fiftieth anniversary celebration plans for a weekend of festivities are in full swing but in the detectives long absence deepdean has
changed daisy has lost her popularity crown to a fascinating new girl and many of the detective society s old allies are now their sworn
enemies then the girls witness a shocking incident in the woods close by a crime that they re sure is linked to the anniversary as parents
and alumni descend upon deepdean decades old grudges rivalries and secrets begin to surface and soon deepdean s future is at stake can
the girls solve the case and save their home

The Very Merry Murder Club 2021-10-28
a collection of wintery crime and mystery stories by thirteen of the most exciting and diverse authors in children s books today co edited
by serena patel the award winning author of the anisha accidental detective series and by robin stevens author of the bestselling murder
most unladylike series

Murder Most Unladylike Ebook Bundle 2022-09-08
discover the million copy bestselling and multi award winning series with this ten book collection daisy wells and hazel wong are pupils at
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deepdean school for girls best friends and detectives or at least they would be if they could find any interesting cases to solve then the
body of their teacher miss bell is discovered in the school gym and the girls must put their detective skills to the test at last from a murder
mystery in a london theatre to a mysterious death on the orient express a dastardly kidnapping in hong kong to their most perilous case
on the river nile daisy and hazel can crack any case includes murder most unladylike arsenic for tea first class murder jolly foul play
mistletoe and murder death in the spotlight a spoonful of murder top marks for murder death sets sail cream buns and crime

First Class Murder 2018-04-17
on holiday with hazel s father daisy and hazel secretly investigate a murder on the orient express rushing to solve it before another
murder occurs or someone else finds the killer

Once Upon a Crime 2021-08-05
a thrilling new short story collection in the number one bestselling award winning murder most unladylike series featuring six marvellous
mini mysteries including four original brand new and never seen before stories the case of the second scream set aboard the ship carrying
daisy and hazel back from hong kong the case of the uninvited guest uncle felix and aunt lucy s wedding is the target for an unlikely threat
the hound of weston school the junior pinkertons investigate a mysterious arrival the case of the deadly flat introducing hazel s little sister
may who s determined to be the greatest spy ever the case of the missing treasure the detectives crack fiendish codes to catch a daring
thief who is targeting london s famous museums the case of the drowned pearl murder follows the detective society wherever they go
even on holiday the perfect book for all detective society fans and avid readers of the murder most unladylike series praise for murder
most unladylike ripping good fun the times plotting is what sets this book apart telegraph enormous fun irish times a skilful blend of
golden era crime novel and boarding school romp top class financial times i absolutely loved it susie day

Once Upon a Crime 2009-07-10
when the fairy tale detectives rush to new york city to find an everafter who can cure puck they trigger a chain of events that includes a
murder mystery and learn many new things about their mother who is in an enchanted sleep
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The Guggenheim Mystery 2018-10-16
the adventure that began in siobhan dowd s popular and acclaimed novel the london eye mystery at long last continues with ted kat and
their cousin salim investigating a theft at the guggenheim museum that s been pinned on salim s mother when ted and his big sister kat
take a trip to new york to visit their cousin salim and their aunt gloria they think they re prepared for big city adventures but when a
famous painting is stolen from the guggenheim museum where aunt gloria works the surprises begin to mount faster than they could have
anticipated with the police looking at aunt gloria as the prime suspect ted kat and salim become sleuthing partners following a trail of
clues across nyc to prove her innocence and to pinpoint the real thief ultimately it comes down to ted whose brain works in its own very
unique way to find the key to the mystery fast paced suspenseful but never scary a middle grade mystery with a singular voice and a
welcome continuation of the sparks adventures kirkus reviews swift pacing and smartly integrated clues allow readers to make
connections along with the characters stevens s portrayal of ted who is on the autism spectrum is positive and empowering school library
journal a welcome return for this dynamic trio booklist

The Case of the Drowned Pearl: a Murder Most Unladylike Mini-Mystery
2020-02-20
a thrilling murder most unladylike mystery specially written and published for world book day 2020 daisy wells and hazel wong are best
friends schoolgirls and detectives and wherever daisy and hazel go a mystery is sure to find them on holiday at the seaside with their
friends george and alexander they discover a body on the beach they soon realise this is antonia braithwaite a famous swimmer
nicknamed the pearl who was due to compete at the berlin olympics next month it appears she has accidentally drowned in the sea but it
s odd that this should happen to such a strong swimmer even more mysteriously she smells not of the sea but of pears soap rushing back
to their elegant hotel daisy and hazel discover three suspicious guests who all had reason to murder antonia praise for the murder most
unladylike mysteries this is that rare thing a series that gets better with every book telegraph thrilling guardian a total delight metro

Death Sets Sail 2023-11-21
daisy and hazel take their detective skills to the nile river in egypt in this thrilling ninth and final novel in the murder most unladylike series
daisy wells and hazel wong are in egypt taking a cruise along the nile they are hoping to see some ancient temples and a mummy or two
what they get instead is murder also travelling on the ss hatshepsut is a mysterious society called the breath of life a group of genteel
english ladies and gentlemen who believe themselves to be reincarnations of the ancient pharaohs three days into the cruise their leader
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theodora miller is found dead in her cabin stabbed during the night it soon becomes clear to daisy and hazel that theodora s timid
daughter hephzibah who is prone to sleepwalking is being framed after all within the society everyone has a reason to want theodora dead
daisy and hazel leap into action to investigate but this will prove to be their most difficult case yet and with more danger than ever all
around this time only one of the detective society will make it home alive

Teaching Hamlet and Henry IV, Part 1 2006-08
this third volume of the shakespeare set free series is written by institute faculty and participants the volume sparkles with fine recent
scholarship and the wisdom and wit of real classroom teachers in all kinds of schools all over the united states in this book you ll find clear
and provocative essays written by leading scholars to refresh the teacher and challenge older students successful and plainly
understandable techniques for teaching through performance ways to teach shakespeare that successfully engage students of every
grade and ability level in exploring shakespeare s language and the magical worlds of the plays day by day teaching strategies for twelfth
night and othello created taught written and edited by teachers with real voices in real classrooms

The Case of the Missing Treasure: a Murder Most Unladylike Mini Mystery
2019-03-07
a gripping mini mystery from the bestselling author of murder most unladylike i the honourable daisy wells have decided to give an
account of another mystery the detective society has faced in recent weeks it was very exciting and very heroic and i was very brilliant
and brave a daring thief has been robbing london s most famous museums when daisy s birthday treasure hunt leads them into the path
of the culprit daisy and hazel realise where they ll strike next the british museum with help from their friends and rivals the junior
pinkertons the girls must crack codes unravel clues and race against time to solve the mystery

Cream Buns and Crime 2017-03-23
a collection of short stories for budding detective society members daisy and hazel invite you to discover their untold stories daisy wells
and hazel wong are famous for the murder cases they have solved but there are many other mysteries in the pages of hazel s casebook
from the macabre case of the deepdean vampire to the baffling case of the blue violet and their very first case of all the case of lavinia s
missing tie just like daisy and hazel s cases there s more to this book than meets the eye including brilliant mini mysteries including two
brand new and never seen before stories daisy and hazel s own tips tricks and facts this is the perfect book for agatha christies in waiting
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and fans of the award winning bestselling murder most unladylike series

Everdark 2019-02-28
the stunning prequel to abi elphinstone s mesmerising the unmapped chronicles series magic adventure and a whole new world is waiting
to be discovered the perfect series for adventurers aged 9 and fans of michelle harrison piers torday and jamie littler the unmapped
chronicles will not only leave children entertained but will also empower them to battle climate change and environmental issues dyslexia
friendly text design where the map ends the adventure begins it is midnight in crackledawn a midnight full of magic sea dragons stir in the
depths of the ocean silver whales surface beneath the moon and sand goblins line the shores everyone is waiting for the phoenix the
guardian of the kingdom s magic to rise up from the forests of everdark but there is no sign of the phoenix tonight something else surges
up out of everdark instead a harpy bent on stealing crackledawn s magic it is up to an eleven year old girl called smudge and a grumpy
monkey called bartholomew to set sail beyond the legendary northswirl and stop the harpy before it s too late so grab your compass and
roll down your sail the first adventure in the unmapped chronicles is about to begin praise for abi elphinstone imaginative adventurous and
wonderful robin stevens author of a murder most unladylike series the unmapped chronicles series is irresistible lauren st john author of
the white giraffe abi elphinstone has created a complete world so believably and effortlessly i can only marvel piers torday author of the
last wild trilogy brimming with enchantment and adventure catherine doyle author of the storm keeper s island abi elphinstone is proving
to be a worthy successor to cs lewis the times also by abi elphinstone the dreamsnatcher the shadow keeper the night spinner sky song
rumblestar winter magic anthology jungledrop the crackledawn dragon

Cartwheeling in Thunderstorms 2016-03
will must find her way after she s plucked out of a wonderful life in zimbabwe and forced to go to boarding school in england provided by
publisher

The London Eye Mystery 2008-09-04
when ted and kat watched their cousin salim get on board the london eye he turned and waved before getting on after half an hour it
landed and everyone trooped off but no salim where could he have gone how on earth could he have disappeared into thin air since the
police are having no luck finding him ted and kat become sleuthing partners despite their prickly relationship they overcome their
differences to follow a trail of clues across london in a desperate bid to find their cousin and ultimately it comes down to ted whose brain
works in its own very unique way to find the key to the mystery this is an unputdownable spine tingling thriller
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Knightley and Son 2014-01-02
meet knightley and son two great detectives for the price of one darkus knightley is not your average thirteen year old ferociously logical
super smart and with a fondness for tweed detective work is in his blood his dad alan knightley was london s top private investigator and
an expert in crimes too strange for scotland yard to handle but four years ago the unexplained finally caught up with him and he fell into a
mysterious coma darkus is determined to follow in his father s footsteps and find out what really happened but when alan suddenly wakes
up his memory is wonky and he needs help the game is afoot for knightley son with a mystery that gets weirder by the minute a
bestselling book that makes its readers commit terrible crimes and a sinister organisation known as the combination a funny warm
fantastical crime caper with an unlikely hero and a brilliant comic cast perfect for fans of sherlock and criminally good storytelling

Eliza Vanda's Button Box 2021-05-01
from the author of the award winning his name was walter comes another magical mystery story that will delight emily rodda fans buttons
three attend to me take me where i want to be no one saw eliza vanda arrive in tidgy bay that rainy winter afternoon the sign advertising
cabins for rent was almost hidden by a pile of builder s rubble but eliza vanda didn t seem at all put out by the mess this is a nice little
pocket she said it should suit us very well life hasn t been much fun for milly dynes lately there seem to be problems everywhere she looks
she s always loved her home in tidgy bay but at the moment she wishes she was somewhere anywhere else then eliza vanda turns up and
magic comes with her a children s book council of australia notable book in 2022 this sparkling new fantasy adventure from emily rodda is
a book to be cherished awards for his name was walter winner 2019 prime minister s literary awards children s literature winner 2019
australian book design awards children s fiction book winner 2019 cbca book of the year awards younger readers shortlisted 2019 davitt
awards children s shortlisted 2019 qld literary awards griffith university children s book award shortlisted 2018 aurealis awards best young
adult novel praise for his name was walter another magnificent book from emily rodda readings guaranteed to capture the imaginations of
8 mystery lovers better reading

Murder Most Unladylike 2024-06-06
ami lives on culion an island for people who have leprosy her mother is infected she loves her home but then islanders untouched by
sickness are forced to leave ami s desperate to return before her mother s death she finds a strange and fragile hope in a colony of
butterflies can they lead her home before it s too late
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The Island at the End of Everything 2017-05-04
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